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BADMINTON RULES:

Court size: 40' x 20' (12,2m x 6,1m).  To increase the difficulty of the game 
  increase the court length beyond regulations.
Teams:  Teams can be either one or two players.
Scoring:  Game is played to either 15 or 21 points (decide before beginning).  
  Only the team serving can score a point. The non-serving team gains the 
  serve should they win the point played, then only they have the 
  opportunity to score a point.
Points:  There are three ways to win a point:
   1. When the shuttlecock lands inside the court of the 
       non-serving team (having gone over the net).
   2. When the non-serving team hits the shuttlecock outside of 
       the serving teams court area (or under the net).
   3. If the non-serving team commits a rules violation.
The Game: First serve is determined by coin toss, "choice", other lottery method or 
  by "volley".  The serving team must serve from behind their end line 
  (out of play). The serve must be UNDERHAND.  It is a rules violation 
  to serve overhand (above your shoulders).  The serving team serves the 
  shuttlecock over the net into the court of the non-serving team. 
  Non-serving team returns and the "point" continues until one team loses 
  the point by:
  •  Hitting the shuttlecock out of the other teams area under or through 
      the net. 
  •  Allowing the shuttlecock to touch the ground inside their court area. 
  •  Hitting the shuttlecock twice consecutively by the same team.
  As stated above, the team winning the "point" will either win one point 
  or the serve depending on which team served the point. Should the 
  serving team score a point, the same server continues to serve until 
  he/she loses the point.

      Parts List

G Bottom Pole Inserts     

F Top Pole Caps                 

A                    

K Middle Guy Rope Attachments    

I Middle Guy Rope (red clip)               

H Top Guy Rope (green clip)               

C Bottom Pole      

B Top Pole                  

E Hard Surface Pole Attachment    

D Soft Surface Pole Attachment               

J Inflating Pump                 

L Top Guy Rope Attachments               

M Shuttlecock                 

N Badminton Racket     

O Badminton Racket     
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GAME RULES AND COURT LAYOUT

FOR REPLACEMENT PARTS CALL 1-800-225-8649
MA RESIDENTS CALL 781-341-5178

Franklin Sports Inc. Stoughton MA, 02072
www.franklinsports.com


